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LUXURY ROYAL SAFES

BURG-WÄCHTER manufactures commercial grade security safes with insurance approved
storage for cash of up to £100,000 and for jewellery and valuables up to £1,000,000.
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Royal safes can be as individual as their owner, with

a choice of sizes, colour and locking systems. The bespoke

interior of each Royal safe is handcrafted in the UK from

a choice of premium materials including wood and leather.

The combination of German engineered security and British

craftsmanship brings the best of both worlds together to

create a secure but uniquely tailored safe to protect cash,

valuables and precious items.

Safes that are as individual as their owner.
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BESPOKE

LUXURIOUS DIMENSIONS

Royal safes are available in four

sizes, offering a generous internal

volume from 162 to 588 litres.

CERTIFIED SECURITY TO
INDIVIDUALLY AGREED
REQUIREMENTS

A choice of fiv certifie security

grades are available. These meet

strict European standards ensuring

all Royal safes are insurance

approved, whatever level of security

is required. BURG-WÄCHTER safes

are independently tested and

certifie in Germany to meet

international Eurograde ratings

and are recognised by the UK

Association of Insurance Surveyors

providing ease of insurance continuity.

CHOICE OF LOCKS

Depending on the grade of safe,

one or two locks can be specified

Royal safes are supplied with

a choice of key operated locks

or electronic combination locks

with secure integrated fingerscan

BRITISH MADE INTERIOR

The interior of a luxury Royal safe

is handmade in the UK to each

customers specification Every

element from shelves and drawers,

to interior lighting and watch

winders can be incorporated,

then tailored and finishe with

the best materials.

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE

Through the customer consultation

process, BURG-WÄCHTER researches

the individual requirements for

each safe. This information is then

transformed into a unique build

specificatio that ensures all the

personal requirements are fulfilled
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DIMENSIONS

SECURITY GRADING

Five security grades offer independently tested and certifie up to £1,000,000 of valuable cover.

CHOICE OF SIZE AND SECURITY GRADE

BURG-WÄCHTER Royal safes are available in four sizes to suit a range of a storage requirements. They also offer fiv different levels of security.

Each grade is tested and certifie by an independent third party up to the value of £1 million to reflec the individual situation, risk levels

and value of items being stored.

Size 1 (H x W x D)
1000 x 695 x 635mm

Certifie Storage of:
Cash: £10,000

Valuables: £100,000

Certifie Storage of:
Cash:£17,500

Valuables: £175,000

Certifie Storage of:
Cash: £35,000

Valuables: £350,000

Certifie Storage of:
Cash: £60,000

Valuables: £600,000

Certifie Storage of:
Cash: £100,000

Valuables: £1,000,000

Size 2 (H x W x D)
1315 x 695 x 635mm

Size 3 (H x W x D)
1755 x 695 x 635mm

Size 4 (H x W x D)
1755 x 1130 x 635mm
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PAINT FINISH

EXAMPLES OF RAL COLOURS

The ideal location for a safe is

somewhere that is easily accessible

and convenient for daily use. Painted

to complement décor, a bespoke

Royal safe can be positioned in

plain sight in any room. Finished

to a flawles automotive quality,

a choice of 1,625 RAL colours

provides many options to make

a safe a unique and valuable

addition to a property.
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Other finishe and designs are available including, custom vinyl graphics,
branding and luxurious pearlescent, metallic or matte paint finishes
Simply place a request with a BURG-WÄCHTER consultant.
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LOCK OPTIONS

Royal safes can be fitte with ten different

locking configurations Grade 1 to 3 safes

feature a single locking mechanism, whilst

grades 4 and 5 require two locks. All

BURG-WÄCHTER locks are independently

tested and certifie to meet the international

recognised EN 1300 class B security standard.

KEY OPERATED

Manufactured in Germany, BURG-WÄCHTER

high quality, key-operated locks feature a

twin tumbler, ten lever mechanism for a high

level of security. Locks can be changed to

a new key in just minutes using the in-built

resettable mechanism in the event of a key

being lost. These market leading locks have

an incredible 50 million key differs.
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ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCKS
WITH INTEGRATED FINGERSCAN

Electronic combinations are easy to use and offer even greater

security as they avoid the need to carry or hide a key. The

advanced lock can accommodate up to ten users, each with

their own pin code. The integrated fingersca offers quick and

convenient access with the swipe of programmed fingerprints

The backlit LCD display and menu interface ensures simple and

easy programming and operation.
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The interior of a Royal safe can be individually

designed. During the consultation every element

can be specifie so the finishe safe fit perfectly

into daily life. A bespoke solution can be developed

to meet most requirements.

Using only the best materials, each safe is handcrafted

in the UK to the highest standards of finish

Safe shown includes three powered Rapport

watch winders, vanity tray and three drawers.

ANATOMY OF
A LUXURY SAFE
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Chrome, silver or gold

plated bolt work with

leather lined door

Walnut veneer soft close

drawers with luxury

handles and fitting

Powered automatic

Rapport watch winders

and integrated LED lighting
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LUXURY STORAGE FOR
JEWELLERY AND VALUABLES

BESPOKE STORAGE

The interior of a BURG-WÄCHTER

luxury safe can be designed with

all precious items in mind.

Royal safes not only offer insurance

approved secure storage, but also

a beautifully crafted interior that gives

such items the setting they deserve,

whilst keeping them in top condition.

Luxurious velvet or suede-lined drawers

can be specifie for the storage of

watches and all items of jewellery,

however bespoke or unique.

BEAUTIFULLY
PRESENTED

With Royal safes,

possessions and

collections can be

beautifully displayed,

even within a highly

secure setting.

Thanks to the interior

illumination, it is a

pleasure to review

collections and select

the right piece for the

right occasion.

Vanity Tray

Ring Organiser

4 Compartment
Drawer

Watch Organiser
(bracelet)

6 Compartment
Drawer

Watch Organiser
(straps)
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It is not just expensive items that
BURG-WÄCHTER safes are required
to protect. Personally prized
possessions such as heirlooms,
family jewellery and unique items
relating to special people or
occasions are irreplaceable and
need protecting too.
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A luxurious safe must firs and foremost offer the fina line of defence

against theft. All too often, other safe manufacturers compromise the

integrity of the safe by prioritising impressive exterior and interior finishe

over secure protection. BURG-WÄCHTER is different. The customisation

never compromises the security of the safe.The finishe product remains

certifie to the internationally recognised EN 1143-1 standard, verifie by

independent testing. This way individually crafted and beautiful storage

can be achieved in partnership with the highest UK insurance standards

of security.

MAKING SECURITY
A PRIORITY

FEATURES

• ECB.S grade 1 to 5 resistance to attack from burglary
according to EN 1143-1

• AiS approved

• Triple-walled body with integrated concealed hinges

• Fire protective material in safe body according to DIN 4102

• Resettable armoured high security lock as standard,
ECB.S certifie to EN 1300 class 2/B or above

• Grey/white paint finis as standard (bespoke colour
and finis special order)

• Choice of custom locking options made to order.

E 532 E
Shown with special
painting and version
E locking option.

E 514 ES
Shown with special
painting and version
ES locking option.
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GRADE INFORMATION

Insurance rating: £10,000 cash - £100,000 valuablesGRADE 1

Insurance rating: £17,500 cash - £175,000 valuablesGRADE 2

GRADE 3

Royal E 512 - 518 ECB.S Grade I certified
Resettable, armoured high security lock included as standard with 10 levers
and 50,000,000 key differs. VdS tested and ECB.S certified to EN1300 class B.

Art.-No.Size Exterior H x W x D Interior H x W x D Bolts Weight Volume
mm mm kg l

E 512 S1
2
3
4

1000 x 695 x 635 745 x 545 x 400 8 220 162
E 514 S 1315 x 695 x 635 1060 x 545 x 400 12 305 231
E 516 S 1755 x 695 x 635 1500 x 545 x 400 14 350 327
E 518 S 1755 x 1130 x 635 1500 x 980 x 400 18 500 588

TESTED CERTIFICATION
RESISTANCE

GRADE

I

= round bolt

In addition to the Grade 1 Royal safe:
• ECB.S grade 2 resistance to attack from burglary according to EN 1143-1
• Emergency non-resettable locking bolts for secondary attack protection.

Art.-No. Exterior H x W x D Interior H x W x D Bolts Weight Volume
mm mm kg l

E 522 S 1000 x 695 x 635 745 x 545 x 400 8 360 162
E 524 S 1315 x 695 x 635 1060 x 545 x 400 12 480 231
E 526 S 1755 x 695 x 635 1500 x 545 x 400 14 640 327
E 528 S 1755 x 1130 x 635 1500 x 980 x 400 18 910 588

= round bolt

RESISTANCE
GRADE

II

2
1

3
4

Size

In addition to the Grade 2 Royal safe:
• ECB.S grade 3 resistance to attack from burglary according to EN 1143-1
• Special fire protective armoured mass in body according to DIN 4102

Art.-No. Exterior H x W x D Interior H x W x D Bolts Weight Volume
mm mm kg l

E 532 S 1000 x 695 x 635 745 x 545 x 400 8 540 162
E 534 S 1315 x 695 x 635 1060 x 545 x 400 12 690 231
E 536 S 1755 x 695 x 635 1500 x 545 x 400 14 900 327
E 538 S 1755 x 1130 x 635 1500 x 980 x 400 18 1280 588 = round bolt

RESISTANCE
GRADE

III

1

3
4

Size

2

Insurance rating: £35,000 cash - £350,000 valuables
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Insurance rating: £100,000 cash - £1,000,000 valuables

In addition to the Grade 3 Royal safe:
• ECB.S grade 4 resistance to attack from burglary according to EN 1143-1
• Two resettable armoured high security twin tumbler locks as standard, ECB.S certified

to EN 1300 class 2/B
• Twin emergency non-resettable locking bolts for secondary attack protection

RRESISTANCE
GRADE

IV

Art.-No. Exterior H x W x D Interior H x W x D Bolts Weight Volume
mm mm kg l

E 542 SS
E 544 SS
E 546 SS
E 548 SS

1000 x 695 x 635 745 x 545 x 400 6 + 1 560 162
1315 x 695 x 635 1060 x 545 x 400 10 + 1 720 231
1755 x 695 x 635 1500 x 545 x 400 12 + 1 940 327

1755 x 1130 x 635 1500 x 980 x 400 14 + 9 1340 588 = round bolt / = square bolt

1

3
4

Size

2

RESISTANCE
GRADE

V

Art.-No. Exterior H x W x D Interior H x W x D Bolts Weight Volume
mm mm kg l

E 552 SS
E 554 SS
E 556 SS
E 558 SS

1040 x 735 x 680 745 x 545 x 400 6 980 162
1355 x 735 x 680 1060 x 545 x 400 8 1250 231
1795 x 735 x 680 1500 x 545 x 400 9 1650 327

1795 x 1170 x 680 1500 x 980 x 400 9 2300 588 = square bolt

In addition to the Grade 4 Royal safe:
• ECB.S grade 5 resistance to attack from burglary according to EN 1143-1
• Additional armouring in front, and behind the locking system
• Double armouring in door and body
• Double basquill lock at the top and bottom of door

2
1

3
4

Size

GRADE 4

GRADE 5

Insurance rating: £60,000 cash - £600,000 valuables

GRADE INFORMATION
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LOCKING OPTION INFORMATION

Royal safes can be

fitte with multiple

locking options to meet

customer requirements

Royal safes are specifie with a high quality key lock as standard. On high security grade 4 and 5 models, two key locks are standard.

Safes can be specifie with eight different locking combinations (and two further fully redundant options) to suit all security requirements.

Version S High security
resettable key lock

Version SS Twin high
security key locks

Version C Resettable
combination dial lock

Version CS Resettable key
and combination dial lock

Version CC Two resettable
combination dial locks

Version E Electronic
combination lock
with fingerscan

Version ES Electronic
combination with fingerscan
and high security key lock

Version EE Two electronic
combination locks with
fingerscan

Version HSS Two
enhanced security twin
tumbler key locks with
ECB.S class C certification
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A perfect safe is designed in such a way that it becomes part of your daily routine, offering
the go-to storage location for the treasured and valued. During the commissioning process
it is important to consider the steps below:

STEP 1: STORAGE, SIZE & LOCATION

Creating a list of your most prized and valued items is a good place

to start your journey. Don’t forget to include those sentimental and

irreplaceable items. Consider the size of each item and the amount

of storage space they will require now and in the future. Finally decide

on the best location to place the safe within the property. Ensure the floo

is strong enough to support the weight of the safe and contents within;

this may require a site survey.

STEP 2: CASH & JEWELLERY VALUE

The amount of cash and the value of jewellery and valuables stored inside

the safe will determine the required security grading. Royal safes are

available in fiv grades, offering insurance approved cover from £10,000

to £100,000 in cash and £100,000 to £1 million in valuables. Insurers can

provide guidance on the safe grading required.

STEP 3: LOCK CHOICE

Royal safes are specifie with a high quality German manufactured key

operated lock as standard and provide a simple and easy method of access.

Electronic combination locks with fingersca are ideal for those that do not

wish to have a key that can be lost or misplaced. Offering up to ten unique

user codes, they are ideal for safes where there is more than one user.

The fingersca sensor provides secure access with a swipe of pre-authorised

fingerprints making it the most convenient method of entry to the safe.

STEP 4: EXTERIOR FINISH

The colour and finis of a Royal safe is a personal decision. Consider the

room in which it will be placed and the location within that room. Bright and

bold, or subtle and discreet?

STEP 5: INTERIOR SPECIFICATION AND FINISH

The interior of the safe should be designed to accommodate all the items

that need to be securely stored, whilst presenting them in a manner which

is convenient and easy to use. Function aside, the interior of a luxury safe

should also be a beautiful place to store prized possessions and provide

a space where creativity can roam freely. Like the interior of a luxury car,

fin leathers, woods and precious metals can be combined into a truly

unique one-of-a-kind interior.

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION

To ensure your Royal safe can be delivered and installed to meet insurance

requirements, a site survey may be required at the property. This will ensure

suitable access is available at the property and the safe will be located in

a position where it can be fixe in place.

START YOUR JOURNEY
TO BETTER SECURITY
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The amount of cash and the value of jewellery
and valuables stored inside the safe will determine
the required security grading.
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BURG-WACHTER UK Ltd.
Eurocam Technology Park
Chase Way
Bradford
BD5 8HW
Tel: 01274 395 333
Email: UKsales@burg.biz

BURG-WACHTER KG
Altenhofer Weg 15,
58300 Wetter
Germany

burg.biz/uk

ALWAYS THE SAFE CHOICE


